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A NOTE ON A THEOREM ON COMMUTATIVITY OF RINGS 
BY 
A. H. BOERS 
(Communicated by Prof. H. FREUDENTFIAL at the meeting of November 30, 1968) 
If in a not necessarily associative ring R with identity, (xy)2 = x2y2 
for all x, y E R, then R is commutative [l]. In a ring without identity 
this is not always the case. As an example we consider the ring consisting 
of four elements: 0, a, b and c, additively isomorphic to the Klein four 
group and with multiplication as=ca=a, ab =cb = b, ac=cs=c, other 
products zero. This is an associative ring satisfying (xy)s =a?ys for all x 
and y, and yet not commutative. In [l] other examples are given. 
However, we can prove more. Let us return to the ring R with identity 
e and (xy)z =$y2 for all X, y E R. The proof that R is commutative runs 
as follows [l] : 
{(e+x)y)2=(e+z)2y2 =+(y+xy)2=(e+x)2y2 *y2+y(xy)+(xy)y+(qA2= 
= y2+22Xy2+%2y2 =c- y(xy) + (xy)y=2xy2 (A). 
Now in (A) replace y by e + y, then we obtain: 
(e+y>{x(e+Y))+{~(e+y)~(e+y)=2x(e+Y)2 * 
==+ (e+y)(x+xy)+(x+xy)(e+y)=2x(e+2y+y2) + 
=~+~y+y~+y(~y)+~+~y+~y+(~y)y=2x+4~y+2~ys +- 
==t- yx + y(xy) + (xy)y = xy + 2xy2. 
Substitution of (A) yields: yx=xy. Thus R is commutative. Now we use 
this result to rewrite (A) : (xy)y + (xy)y = 2xys =+ 2(xy)y = 2~~2. 
If we suppose that R has characteristic ~2, we obtain (xy)y=xys and 
thus {x, y, y}= 0. But on behalf of the commutativity it follows that 
(y, y, x}= 0 and so R is left- and right-alternative, consequently R is 
alternative. According to a theorem of Reidemeister an alternative 
commutative ring with characteristic #3 is associative. 
Conclusion : A ring with identity and characteristic 22, 3, where 
(xy)s =xzya for all x and y, is commutative and associative. 
Remark : If R has characteristic 3, R is alternative. If R has charac- 
teristic 2, R can be a ring of a more general type. As an example consider 
the 3dimensional algebra B over the field of 2 elements, where the basis 
e, a, b satisfies the multiplication : ee = e, ea = ae = a, eb = be = b, ab = ba = a, 
122 
a2 = b2 = 0. I3 has a unity e, (xy)2 = ~2~2 for all elements of B, thus B is 
commutative, nevertheless B is neither associative nor alternative : 
(a, b, b}=a. B is a Jordan algebra of characteristic 2. 
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